
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Honorable Richard Cordray 
Director 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 
1700 G Street, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20552 
 
Dear Director Cordray: 
 
As organizations representing a wide range of institutions in the Jewish Community, we are 
writing to express our grave concern about the practices of payday lenders. 
 
In communities across the country, payday and car title lenders charge triple-digit interest rates 
and claim to offer a quick financial fix for households who are struggling financially. However, 
the reality is that these small loans are designed to the lenders’ benefit when the borrower fails to 
repay the loan on the original terms.   
 
Payday and car title lenders charge 300% APR and higher and extend credit without regard for 
the customers’ ability to repay. Lenders take access to a borrower’s bank account or car title and 
have unusual power to collect, even if a person cannot afford it. When unaffordable balloon-
payment loans come due in just two weeks, lenders take fees to renew the loans over and over 
again. This means that the average payday loan borrower is in debt for more than half of the year 
and pays more in fees than they receive in credit. 
 
We urge the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau to enact strong regulations to stop the 
payday loan debt trap.  

In biblical times, those trapped in debt could become bound to their creditors through debt 
slavery. Thus, Jewish tradition commands a year of release from debt every seven years, lest any 
person continue to be so oppressed indefinitely.  This year on the Jewish calendar, 5775, marks 
that seventh year, the shmitta year. 

Thus, it is an appropriate year for the American Jewish institutions listed below to call upon our 
wider society to regulate abusive practices in the payday and car title markets. In Jewish 
tradition, regulation known as shmittat kessafim —the release of money-- was instituted as a 
safeguard for debtors. As a larger society, we can agree that exorbitant rates of interest and loans 
that result in a cycle of re-borrowing are unacceptable.  In today’s marketplace lenders should 
only be allowed to extend loans that fit within a borrower’s budget without having to re-borrow. 
Loans should not be allowed to continue for unreasonable amounts of time. 

 



 
 
With 45 million Americans currently living below the poverty line and economic inequality on 
the rise, now is the time to expand economic opportunity, not to set traps for the most vulnerable 
of our fellow citizens.  

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, mandated by Congress, must act this year to adopt 
strong rules to regulate payday lenders and help to free people from the predatory cycle of debt.  

Sincerely, 

Bend the Arc: A Jewish Partnership for Justice 

Carolina Jews for Justice 

Commission on Social Action of Reform Judaism 

Habonim Dror North America 

JALSA, the Jewish Alliance for Law and Social Action 

Jewish Community Action 

Jewish Community Relations Council of the Milwaukee Jewish Federation 

Jewish Council for Public Affairs 

Jewish Council on Urban Affairs 

Jewish Social Policy Action Network 

Jews for Racial and Economic Justice   

Jews United for Justice 

Rabbinical Assembly 

T’ruah: The Rabbinic Call for Human Rights 

Uri L’Tzedek 

 


